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Unveiling the agenda for the Chemspec Europe 2024’s conferences 

The 37th edition of Chemspec Europe 2024, the International Exhibition for Fine and Speciality 

Chemicals, is to be held from 19th to 20th June in Hall 3 at the Messe Düsseldorf exhibition centre in 

Germany. Chemspec Europe serves as an essential networking platform, connecting buyers, traders, 

and agents seeking advanced products and novel solutions from across the globe. With over 380 

exhibitors from 24 countries showcased on 7,650 square metres of floorspace, the upcoming edition 

once more promises to be an unmissable event for the fine and speciality chemical industry. 

Conference Programme Announcement 

Alongside the main exhibition, Chemspec Europe also offers a high-level conference programme, 

designed to deliver valuable insights into recent industry developments and ongoing research 

initiatives. 

Highlights of the conference programme include Julien Daubignard, Ing., PhD of Institut Carnot IPGG 

Microfluidique speaking on ‘Alternative energy sources in flow chemistry and development of 

automatized microfluidic systems for high-throughput synthesis of APIs’ and the presentation on 

‘How to speed up API development using flow chemistry’ from Dr. Guillaume Gauron of Corning SAS, 

both of which will take place in the Royal Society of Chemistry Lecture Theatre. 

In the Regulatory Services Lecture Theatre, you can learn more about ‘Mastering Challenges in SCIP: 

Best Practices’ with Yana Trubitsyna of REGARTIS s.r.o. Another highlight of the programme is the 

seminar about ‘Korea REACH and How to Prepare for the 2024 deadline’ from Frederik Johanson of 

REACHlaw Ltd. 

In the Agrochemical Lecture Theatre, discover ‘R&D Trends in Agrochemicals’ with Lawrence Middler 

of AgbioInvestor. The Innovative Startups Presentations will also take place in the theatre on the first 

day of the show, with the keynote speech ‘Sustainability reporting in the chemical sector’ being given 

by Tobias Kirchhoff of BCNP Consultants GmbH.  

Dorothee Arns, Director General of the European Association of Chemical Distributors – FECC will 

speak on ‘Chemical Value Chains - Today and Tomorrow’ in the Pharma Lecture Theatre, where 

Arvind Singh of SK Pharmteco will also explore ‘How AI can transform the pharmaceutical supply 

chain’. 

The full conference programme is now live and available at www.chemspeceurope.com/en-

gb/conferences.html 

Matchmaking Programme  

Chemspec Europe offers a Matchmaking Programme to amplify networking opportunities for visitors. 

This programme is beneficial to all participating in the event, as it aims to unite visitors and exhibitors 

with shared buyer and seller interests. It also facilitates the planning of meetings prior to the event. 
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Enhanced ticket options for upgraded networking opportunities with fellow visitors through the 

Matchmaking Programme are available. These include access to an on-site Matchmaking Lounge, 

available exclusively to Visitor PLUS ticket holders to participate in prearranged meetings.  

Key Visitor Details  

Visitor registration is currently available on the official website. Tickets are priced at €50 for advance 

purchases made before 5th June, at which point the price will rise to €85. On-site purchases will cost 

€100. The Visitor PLUS ticket, offering enhanced access to the Matchmaking Programme and the 

Matchmaking Lounge, is available for €250, subject to availability.  

For comprehensive information on exhibitors, products and services, the conference schedule and 

travel, please visit www.chemspeceurope.com  
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About RX  

RX is a global leader in events and exhibitions, leveraging industry expertise, data, and technology to 

build businesses for individuals, communities, and organisations. With a presence in 25 countries 

across 42 industry sectors, RX hosts approximately 350 events annually. RX is committed to creating 

an inclusive work environment for all our people. RX empowers businesses to thrive by leveraging 

data-driven insights and digital solutions. RX is part of RELX, a global provider of information-based 

analytics and decision tools for professional and business customers. For more information, visit 

www.rxglobal.com. 
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